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The uniting theme for many of my talks is the idea of Evolution. The word “evolution” 
literally means “unfolding”... and in that sense each session will discuss the changes where 
something – be it living or non-living – unfolds, or evolves, into something else, driven only
by the laws of Physics.

In this talk I will be presenting you with the fascinating story of where all the matter in the 
Universe came from... and along the way we will be exploring not only what we know of 
the Universe's origins and evolution, but also how we know that this incredible story is true.

So let's begin...
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And what better place to start than the beginning of the Universe itself. We now think that 
the Universe sprang into being nearly 14 billion years ago in what is commonly (but 
incorrectly) called the Big Bang. What was there before this time? We don't know. Does it 
even make sense to ask what was before this time, given that both Time and Space were 
thought to have been created then? What caused the Universe to suddenly pop into 
existence? We also don't know, but we do have several theories that are constantly being 
tested by thousands of scientists trying to find an answer... and every day we get 
tantalisingly closer to be able to answer these fundamental questions.
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The evidence tells us, however, with a considerable degree of certainty, that our Universe 
began as a dimensionless point 13.7 billion years ago then underwent a period of 
unbelievably rapid inflation for a tiny fraction of a second before settling down to the slower
rate of cosmic expansion that we see today. It also tells us that, due to a still-mysterious 
energy source dubbed “Dark Energy” this expansion will gradually accelerate and continue 
forever... until, eventually, the Universe will be a cold, dark, starless wasteland.

While we don't yet know what happened at the very start of the Big Bang, we DO know an 
awful lot about the way the Universe has evolved ever since. In fact, we are pretty sure of 
the processes that were going on even one billionth of a second after the Big Bang! We 
know that Space and Time were both created in the Big Bang... The Big Bang, contrary to 
popular understanding, didn't occur IN Space – Space itself was created BY the Big Bang. 
We know that Space has been expanding ever since, taking with it anything embedded 
within it, like the galaxies, stars and planets, as it continues its relentless expansion.
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At first the Universe was so compact and so hot that Matter and Energy were 
indistinguishably squished into a sort of quantum “plasma soup”. By the way, it was Albert 
Einstein who first revealed this equivalence of Matter and Energy, famously summarising 
the relationship in his E=MC2 equation. So, in that first instant of the Universe's existence 
Energy and Matter were indistinguishable, but after that billionth of a second of rapid 
expansion and cooling, these two fundamental components of the Universe separated. As 
this expansion continued, Energy further separated into different forms, like Gravity and 
Electromagnetism, and Matter separated into a whole zoo of different tiny particles, like 
electrons, Gluons and Quarks. A short time later (between 3 and 30 minutes, in fact), the 
Universe had cooled enough for Quarks to link up to form Protons and Neutrons... and after 
about 380,000 years the Universe had calmed down enough for these Protons, Neutrons and 
electrons to stick together to form the first atoms.
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Now, as you hopefully remember from your High School Chemistry days, it is the various 
combinations of Protons, Neutrons and Electrons that form the different types of atoms that 
define every one of the Elements. The atoms of these Elements further combine into the 
molecules that make up everything around us – not just here on Earth, but as far as we can 
see into the vast reaches of Space.

How do we know that the Elements we find here on Earth are also found elsewhere in 
Space?
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We know because every element has a distinctive “fingerprint”. When any element is heated
it gives off a distinctive glow. When we separate the light from this glow into its spectrum 
of component colours, we don't see a continuous spectrum but only certain parts of the 
spectrum. The pattern of these lines is unique for each element. This image shows the 
emission spectra of Hydrogen, Neon and Iron, as examples. By analysing the spectra from 
numerous stars and gas clouds we can tell what elements are present within them. Every 
object in the Universe so far observed in this way tells us that they are all made of the same 
100 or so elements that are found here on Earth.

More recently, of course, we have sent probes to other planets and moons in our Solar 
System, and even, most remarkably, to a comet, and they have all confirmed that the 
Universe is made of the same elements.

Let's now explore the details of this incredible journey from the energetic soup of the Big 
Bang to the complex, diverse Universe we see around us now. As we relate this incredible 
story, we'll discover the answer to the question that humans have been pondering for 
centuries...

Where did all the different stuff that makes up the Universe actually come from?
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The first atoms to be formed after the Big Bang were Hydrogen and Helium. These are 
relatively simple elements. Hydrogen, for example, consists of a single Proton and a single 
Electron. Helium consists of two Protons and two Neutrons in its centre, surrounded by two 
Electrons.

So the early Universe consisted almost entirely of Hydrogen and Helium. As time went on 
the relentless tug of Gravity caused these vast clouds of gas to condense wherever there 
were tiny variations in the density of the gas.  As more gas was drawn in, the gravity 
became stronger, drawing even more into the growing balls of condensed gas.
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By the way, those tiny variations in the density of the original gas cloud are thought to have 
been caused by tiny quantum fluctuations in the structure of the Universe in those first 
billionths of a second - as the Universe inflated from about the size of an atom to the size of 
a grapefruit. They can now be seen as variations in temperature in the Cosmic Microwave 
Background Radiation, seen in this remarkable image, which was created by mapping the 
radio waves detected when we look nearly 13.7 billion light-years away in every direction 
from Earth. What we are seeing here is a 360 degree map showing small temperature 
differences in the actual radiation left over from the Big Bang. This map is seen as one of 
the most compelling pieces of evidence for the Big Bang theory – especially for the brief 
period of Inflation that occurred immediately after the initial moment. Unfortunately we 
don't have time here to discuss the crucial role of these quantum fluctuations in our story – 
I'm afraid that that mind-blowing chapter will have to wait for another day.
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Meanwhile, back at our gas cloud... This very early Universe, then, consisted of a vast 
expanse of Hydrogen and Helium gas spread out across a rapidly expanding space. But, 
because of those quantum fluctuations at the very start of the Universe, the gas wasn't 
distributed entirely evenly. Some parts were more dense than others. It was in these more 
dense regions that gravity began to do its work, compressing more and more gas into 
densely packed balls of gas. Now, the laws of Physics dictate that whenever you compress 
any gas it gets hotter (think of the heat generated by a bicycle pump as it compresses the 
air). After about 100 million years, the first of these gas clouds got so dense and the pressure
so great that the Protons and Electrons split apart once more, recreating the plasma similar 
to the one from which they were originally born in the Big Bang. When the pressure became
so great, and the temperature reached about 10 million degrees, the individual Protons that 
were at the centre of the Hydrogen atoms overcame their mutual electrical repulsion and 
actually began fusing together, releasing a gigantic amount of heat energy as they did so.
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We can see this energy whenever we observe the detonation of a Hydrogen bomb. Because 
this reaction involves the fusing together of the nuclei of Hydrogen atoms to form Helium 
nuclei, we call this reaction Nuclear Fusion. If the fusion energy being generated from the 
inside of our collapsing massive gas cloud is large enough, it will actually prevent any 
further collapse caused by Gravity, so the cloud will cease to collapse any further.
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Much of the massive amount of fusion energy escapes from this now-spherical gas cloud as 
light and heat. In this way, the very first stars were born! This process was repeated billions 
of times throughout the early Universe, wherever the gas clouds were most dense, with each
star igniting its Hydrogen fuel when it reached a certain size, pouring its energy out into the 
darkness of Space.

Interestingly, when it comes to stars, size matters... If the initial gas cloud is smaller than 
about 8% the size of our sun, it will never form a star. It may even end up as a giant, 
gaseous planet, like Jupiter. Our star, the Sun, is of “average” size, and is about half way 
through its life cycle. It will last about another 5 billion years before it dies. Smaller stars 
can live for hundreds of billions of years, while much larger stars will run out of fuel much 
faster, surviving for “only” a few hundred million years or so!
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Eventually the gravity generated by one star would attract others and soon vast clumps of 
stars would each be captured by the other's Gravity, forming gigantic agglomerations of 
stars called Galaxies. This is an image of the oldest known galaxy ever discovered. It was 
only recently photographed by the Hubble Space Telescope. It is 13.3 billion light years 
away, meaning that we are looking at this newly forming galaxy as it was a mere 400 
million years after the Big Bang. What a remarkable image this is, don't you think?
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This image shows a much more “evolved” spiral galaxy, much closer to our own galaxy, the
Milky Way. In the early Universe all those newly forming galaxies would in turn attract 
other Galaxies in their gravitational region, forming unbelievably gigantic Galactic Clusters.
About a billion years after the Big Bang the Universe began to take on the overall shape that
is a bit more familiar to us... billions of stars and galaxies separated by vast distances which 
appear to be relatively empty.

But we know that many objects in the Universe, including Earth, are made of many more 
atoms than just Hydrogen and Helium. So what about all the other stuff – like Oxygen, 
Carbon, Silicon and Gold? Where did all of that stuff come from?

Before we answer that question we need to do a little refresher course in Chemistry...
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You probably all remember the chart of the Periodic Table of the Elements hanging on the 
wall of your High School Science lab. The strange though familiar shape of that Table 
comes when we arrange elements horizontally in order of their weight and group them 
vertically by their chemical properties. When we order Elements by their respective weights
we notice that there is a clear repeating pattern of chemical properties... for example, it 
seems that every eighth Element is an inert gas, like Helium or Argon. This is why we call it
a Periodic Table. For the purposes of our present story, though, it is enough to know that 
different elements weigh and behave differently because they have different numbers of 
Protons and Neutrons in their nuclei (which is where their weight comes from) orbited by a 
number of negatively charged, virtually weightless Electrons sufficient to neutralise the 
positively charged Protons in the nucleus. It is the number and arrangement of these 
electrons that determine much of the chemical properties of the element.
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For example, a single atom of Hydrogen has one Proton being orbited by one Electron. 
Helium, as we have seen, has two Protons and two Neutrons in its nucleus, with two 
Electrons surrounding them. Because of those two Protons and two Neutrons, Helium 
weighs 4 times the weight of Hydrogen. A single atom of Lithium, on the other hand, has 
three Protons, three Neutrons and three Electrons and so weighs six times as much as 
Hydrogen. Oxygen, has eight Protons, eight Neutrons and eight Electrons while Carbon has 
six of each, and Neon, as shown here, has 10.

Now back to our burning stars... as large stars slowly consume their Hydrogen, by fusing it 
to form Helium, they eventually, usually after billions of years, run out of Hydrogen at their 
centre, causing the star to collapse under its own gravity.
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This increase in pressure and temperature is so dramatic that it actually causes the Helium 
nuclei to fuse together. This image shows a simplified version of that process where three 
Helium nuclei are fused to form one Carbon nucleus, with a large amount of energy (in the 
form of Gamma Rays) given off.

When the star uses up the Helium at its centre the star collapses once again, raising the 
temperatures and pressure even higher. So high, in fact that the Carbon nuclei are fused to 
form Oxygen, once again releasing energy. As these new, heavier sources of nuclear fuel are
consumed, the cycle of burning and collapse continues, fusing different combinations of 
atomic nuclei to make other elements, like Silicon, Nitrogen and, eventually, Iron. Now, 
iron is a very stable element... Fusing the nuclei of elements heavier than Iron actually 
consumes more energy than it produces, so this cyclic process of nuclear fusion eventually 
stops with the production of Iron.
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But a glance back at the Periodic Table tells us that there are numerous Elements heavier 
than Iron. Copper, Zinc, Silver, Gold and Uranium are just some of the seventy or so 
elements heavier than Iron. So how are these and the rest of the heavier elements in the 
Periodic Table formed? This is where I think our story gets really interesting...

When giant stars, 8 to 60 times bigger than our sun, exhaust their fuel they can no longer 
resist their own gravity. They collapse with such force that their collapse is almost instantly 
followed by a ginormous explosion.
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Such explosions release the energy equivalent to billions of stars compressed into just 
seconds and minutes. This massive amount of energy is able to fuse the larger atomic nuclei 
together to create nearly all of the elements heavier than Iron. Furthermore, the immensity 
of these explosions – which we call Supernovae – flings these newly created elements way 
out into Space. By the way, this is an actual image of the Crab Nebula. It is made up of the 
debris left over after a Supernova which exploded in the year 1054. How on Earth do we 
know that? Because the supernova explosion of this star was so bright that Chinese 
astronomers were able to observe and record it in that year! They recorded it as a very bright
star suddenly appearing in the night sky and then slowly disappearing. It is remarkable that 
we can now explain precisely what they were seeing all those centuries ago!

All of these newly created elements are dispersed into the Space around the Supernova 
where Gravity once again will tug relentlessly upon them, collapsing them into new stars 
and planets. These new “second generation” stars and planets will now be made of lots of 
different Elements, not just of Hydrogen and Helium like the First Generation stars were.
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The great Cosmologist Carl Sagan said it best... “We are made of star-stuff”. And he was 
right. We, and everything around us, are literally formed from the ashes of dying and 
exploding stars.

Everything.

Eventually all stars will consume their nuclear fuel and die. Some elements have been 
synthesised in supernovae, drifted in the interstellar dust, incorporated into a new star and 
re-exploded into space several times during the 13.7 billion years the Universe has existed. 
When we look into Space through a telescope we see billions of stars of different sizes and 
at different stages of their life cycles. Because light travels at a finite speed, when we look 
into space we are also looking back in time... and we can see the Universe as it was billions 
of years ago. We are able to witness the birth of stars and galaxies... and even, when we 
look back 13.7 billion years ago, the birth of the Universe itself!

We can even witness the death of stars...
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These remarkable images show a star pretty much like our own Sun periodically expanding 
and collapsing as it burns its fuel, reigniting the remaining fuel at its centre on each 
collapse. This star is called Chi Cygni. It is over 550 Light Years away from us. Note how 
large it is compared to the orbit of the Earth.

Remarkably, astronomers have been able to join the photographic images of Chi Cygni 
together into an animation which shows a vision of the star Chi Cygni in its pulsating death 
throes. Each cycle of expansion and contraction takes a little over a year. With each pulse it 
throws off its outer layers which eventually form a nebula around it... seeding its 
surrounding space with lighter-than-Iron Elements even as it dies. The periodic changes in 
its brightness were first observed in 1686 and can still be observed today. I think you'll 
agree that this is an astounding image.

This will be how our own sun will die... In about 5 billion years, as the fuel at its centre 
depletes, it will expand well beyond the orbit of Mars, then contract before expanding 
again... until all of its fuel has been used up, when it will collapse one last time, its light 
slowly dimming until, like all other stars ever born, it eventually dies.

Today, about 98% of all the atomic matter in the Universe still consists of Hydrogen and 
Helium, most of which was formed in the Big Bang. The other two percent is made up of all
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the heavier elements born in dying stars and supernovae. It is the existence of these 
Elements that makes our little part of the Universe so interesting, because these Elements 
can combine in an almost infinite variety of ways. They do this using two main processes...
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Firstly, Elements can react with one another to form molecules. For example, two atoms of 
Hydrogen (shown here as small green spheres) can join to form one molecule of Hydrogen 
gas – H2. Similarly two atoms of Oxygen (seen here as the large red spheres) can combine 
together to form a molecule of Oxygen gas - O2. Under the right conditions, two molecules 
of Hydrogen gas can react with one molecule of Oxygen gas to form two molecules of 
water. Water, of course, has very different chemical properties to its two gaseous 
components! Similarly, an atom of Carbon can join with two atoms of Oxygen to form a 
molecule of Carbon Dioxide. Or it could react with four atoms of Hydrogen to form 
Methane – CH4.
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The second way that molecules and Elements can combine is by clumping together under 
the influence of Gravity in a process called Accretion. We call these accretions of different 
kinds of molecules and elements “Minerals”. It is gravity which draws the loose atoms and 
molecules drifting around in Space together into larger and larger clumps, eventually 
forming new stars and the planets that form out of the gas and dust that originally orbited 
the star. Given that the vast majority of the clouds orbiting stars consists of Hydrogen and 
Helium, it is no surprise that most planets that we know of (like Jupiter and Saturn) are 
made primarily of these two gases.

Orbits relatively close to the star, however, often have their lighter elements blasted away 
by the radiation emanating from the star, leaving the heavier elements, molecules and 
Minerals to clump together, forming the solid planets, like Mercury, Venus, Mars and, of 
course, Earth. In our Earth's crust, for example, the most common elements are Oxygen, 
Silicon, Aluminium and Iron... not Hydrogen and Helium. Most of the elements in Earth's 
crust are in the forms of molecules (like iron oxide or water) or minerals (like haematite or 
bauxite or silica).
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So, what do we know about the story of the evolution of our own Solar System?

Our Sun first ignited its Hydrogen fuel around 4.5 Billion years ago. It is a “second 
generation” star... formed, as we have previously learned, from the debris left over from the 
explosive destruction of previous dead stars. We know from analysing the spectrum of our 
Sun that it contains many elements other than Hydrogen and Helium. As our sun formed 
from the swirling cloud of gas and dust, its increasing mass generated enough gravitational 
pull to suck in 99.99% of all of the stuff in that cloud. The separate clumps that remained in 
orbit around the sun - that went on to form the planets - therefore make up a mere 0.01% of 
the mass of the solar system.

By the way, this image is, of course, nowhere near accurate. The relative sizes of the planets
and their relative distances are completely wrong... as they are in virtually all depictions of 
our Solar System. One way to grasp the real dimensions of the Solar System is to imagine 
that if the Sun were about the size of a marble then the Earth would be about the size of a 
full-stop. On that scale, Earth would be about two and a half metres from the sun and tiny 
Pluto would be over 100 metres away! No wonder they never draw the Solar System to 
scale!

But I digress... It took only about 100,000 years for our sun to form and it is thought that the
trigger for its accretion was the explosion of a nearby Supernova, which also, as we have 
just learned, peppered our Solar System with lots of different elements.

How do we know this?
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One source of evidence comes from meteorites that occasionally fall to Earth. Meteorites 
are small clumps of matter left over from the early life of the Solar System. Radiation-
dating has determined their age to be about 4.5 billion years... the same as the age of the 
Solar System. The heavy elements contained within them, we now know, could only have 
been produced in a Supernova explosion... and it is most likely that it was just such an 
explosion occurring nearby that stirred our gas cloud into condensing into our Sun and its 
Planets.
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In the early years of the Solar System formation there were zillions of collisions as 
meteorite-sized clumps of matter bumped into each other as they circled the Sun. Often 
these objects would crash and stick together, forming larger chunks of matter. These larger 
chunks started having sufficient gravitational pull to attract smaller chunks which, once they
collided and stuck, made the object even bigger and more gravitationally attractive. In this 
way the larger chunks – called “proto-planets” started clearing their orbits of the smaller 
clumps of matter in their orbits, and collisions gradually became fewer and fewer.

After about a million years the Solar System consisted of a dozen or so proto-planets and 
lots of orbiting debris. After about 100 million years this era of violent collisions slowly 
ended, leaving the eight planets we are now familiar with today.
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We get a hint of what this early period of planet formation might have looked like when we 
look at the ring of debris orbiting the sun between the orbits of Mars and Jupiter, called the 
asteroid belt. It is thought that this asteroid belt may have eventually formed into another 
planet if it weren't for the disruptive influence of Jupiter's massive gravitational pull.

So what was the early Earth like?
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The very Earth was hot. Incredibly hot. The kinetic energy of all those collisions created a 
lot of heat. And many of the elements spewed out by the supernova, out of which the early 
planet was formed, were still very radioactive and their radioactive decay produced even 
more heat. Also, the huge pressures generated by the process of accretion as the Earth grew 
ever larger created even more heat. In fact, the early Earth was so hot that it was entirely 
molten. Being mainly liquid, then, allowed the different Elements and Minerals to settle into
layers...
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Many of the heavier elements (like Iron and Nickel) sank to the centre while a lot of the 
lighter minerals (like the Silicates) rose towards the surface. The very light Silicates floated 
to the top where they eventually cooled to form the very thin crust we all call home!

The even lighter stuff, like Hydrogen, Helium, Methane, Water, Nitrogen, Ammonia and 
Hydrogen Sulphide bubbled up through the Crust, violently belching out of massive 
volcanoes, forming a gaseous atmosphere surrounding the Earth. A lot more water arrived in
the form of collisions with icy comets, and much of the Methane was converted to Carbon 
Dioxide, making our early atmosphere both ominously red and very hot.

So basically our beautiful little planet started life as a terrifyingly hot ball of very shaky 
rock, riddled with huge volcanoes spewing hot lava and poisonous gases over a surface 
where earthquakes opened numerous cracks filled with molten rock. And the whole place 
was still being bombarded by comets and meteorites. Altogether a very unpleasant place to 
be!
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As if to make matters worse, we now know that soon after this early phase, the Earth 
collided with another planet... one about the size of Mars. This cataclysmic collision fused 
the two planets together and broke off a huge chunk which coalesced to form a rocky sphere
of its own, trapped in orbit around the now-larger – and now slightly tilted - Earth. This was
how the Moon was thought to have been formed... and why we now have seasons!
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While the Earth was going through those horrific birth pangs, the water squeezed out from 
its rocks, and the water captured from colliding icy comets, had only ever existed as water 
vapour in the atmosphere. But as the Earth cooled, this water vapour condensed out and for 
millions of years fell as torrential rain. Once the surface rocks had cooled below 100 
degrees, liquid water was able to collect on the surface and stay there. Somewhere between 
4 and 3.8 billion years ago the oceans and lakes of Earth were formed. It is thought that it 
was within these warm, turbulent oceans that the first living organisms appeared.
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As you can imagine, the very thin crust of light, solid rocks perched delicately on a sphere 
of constantly moving molten magma, makes that crust somewhat unstable. We are 
uncomfortably reminded of this instability every time a volcano erupts or and earthquake 
shakes the ground. In fact, we now realise that this crust is actually like a cracked eggshell, 
and the separate bits of crust bordered by the cracks, which we call tectonic plates, are 
actually shifted around by the force of the moving molten rock in the Mantle beneath.
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The main force that moves the magma which, in turn moves the tectonic plates of the 
cracked crust, is the convection currents caused by the temperature of the magma being 
higher closer to the core of the Earth. The hotter magma then rises upwards, much as boiling
water rises to the top of a saucepan. There it cools and descends once more, for the cycle to 
be repeated.
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This whole phenomena is called Plate Tectonics. This image shows the boundaries of the 
major tectonic plates as they exist today. The movement of these tectonic plates is 
responsible for much of the interesting geology that we see on the surface of the Earth... for 
example, where two plates of crustal rock slowly collide they buckle, forming mountain 
ranges. An example of this is when the Indian plate drifted North and collided with the 
Eurasian plate, creating the gigantic buckling of the Earth's crust we call the Himalayas. Or 
where two plates move apart we get regions where the molten rock breaks through and we 
get chains of volcanoes, such as the undersea volcanic vents along the Mid-Atlantic Ridge. 
Or where one plate moves beneath another taking huge volumes of minerals and organic 
Carbon with it, recycling them back into the Mantle. This process of subduction usually 
creates deep oceanic trenches, such as the one off Japan where the Pacific plate meets the 
Eurasian plate.

Although these tectonic plates move very slowly (about the speed that your fingernails 
grow) we can actually measure it. We can calculate, for example, that when Columbus 
sailed to the Americas in 1492 the Atlantic ocean was 13 metres narrower than it is today! 
We also know that since 1994 Australia has drifted over 1.5 metres north, causing the GPS 
coordinates on our maps to become increasingly inaccurate! By directly observing this slow 
movement of the tectonic plates today, by examining the similarities in geology (and 
biology) between the plates, and by mapping the parts of the sea floor where these plates 
move apart, we now know that all the continents, which ride like “baggage” on these rafts of
crustal rock, have been moving around on the Earth's surface ever since the crust began to 
form, billions of years ago. For example, recent geological discoveries in Tasmania have 
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shown that it was once wedged between North America and Antarctica over 1.4 billion 
years ago. We also know that 250 million years ago our present day continents were once 
connected together as one “super continent”.
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We call this super continent Pangea and we now know that this was what the Earth looked 
like 250 million years ago. In this image some of the current continents have been outlined, 
giving you a good idea of how they fitted together.

Plate tectonics also plays a major role in the evolution and distribution of living things... in 
fact it is thought that primitive life first appeared in the early seas, fuelled by the heat and 
minerals released through the numerous under-sea vents that marked the cracks in the crust 
where the tectonic plates were moving apart.
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Some of these microbes consumed chemicals like Hydrogen and produced waste products 
like Methane... gases which slowly altered the composition of the Earth's early atmosphere. 
By about 3.5 billion years ago vast areas of shallow oceans were dominated by 
Stromatolites, mounds of minerals made by enormous colonies of single-cell microbes.
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Remnant populations of Stromatolites can still be seen today in the shallow, salty waters of 
Shark Bay in Western Australia, as seen here in this picture.

By 2.8 billion years ago the first organisms able to use sunlight as their primary energy 
source had evolved.
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These were the ancestors of the blue-green algae, and they used the sun's energy to split 
water molecules, producing Oxygen as a by-product. Photosynthesis had evolved, and the 
Earth's atmosphere was to be changed forever.

Now, Oxygen is a very reactive chemical. Much of it released by the blue-green algae 
reacted with Carbon to produce Carbon Dioxide but a lot of it stayed in the atmosphere as 
molecular Oxygen - that is, two atoms of Oxygen joined tightly together. This rise in 
molecular Oxygen in the atmosphere actually poisoned huge numbers of early species 
which had evolved in an anaerobic world devoid of molecular Oxygen. But some species 
thrived, using the high reactivity of Oxygen to their metabolic advantage. This excess of 
Oxygen also formed a layer of Ozone in the upper reaches of the atmosphere, shielding 
Earth's growing populations of living things from the sun's harmful ultraviolet rays. It also, 
by the way, reacted with any exposed Iron in the Earth's rocks, providing, for example, the 
rust-red colouring to Australia's ancient iron-rich landscape.

With the biologically-driven increase of Oxygen in the atmosphere came a proportionate 
decrease in the percentage of greenhouse gases like Carbon Dioxide, Methane and water 
vapour. These are called “greenhouse gases” because they normally trap the sun's heat, so 
with their proportionate decrease in Earth's atmosphere much of this heat was able to escape
into Space. So the Earth cooled...
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It actually cooled so much so that around 2.4 billion years ago the entire Earth was encased 
in ice. This period is known as Snowball Earth, and very little life survived these times. 
Eventually, enough Carbon Dioxide was released from volcanic activity to trap the sun's 
warmth once again and to melt the ice. Scientists think that there were 3 or 4 such global 
glaciations between 2.4 and 2.2 billion years ago, followed by a billion year period where 
the atmosphere was much more stable, allowing life to thrive once more. In fact, in the last 
540 million years the atmosphere has changed, sometimes drastically, but has generally 
remained stable enough for life to have literally exploded in its diversity... and it will be the 
evolutionary forces that fuelled this diversity of life that will form the theme of my next 
talk.

But no story of the evolution of the Solar System would be complete without asking the 
question... Why is it that Life appears to have evolved only on Earth?
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It just so happens that Earth is just the right size, is in just the right place and is made of just 
the right stuff to enable Life to have evolved. Earth is said to be in the “Goldilocks Zone”. 
Planets further away from the Sun are either too cold or too gaseous to support life as we 
know it. Planets closer to the Sun are much too hot and bathed in solar radiation for life to 
form.  What's more, Earth contains enough of every chemical necessary to form life, 
especially Carbon, Hydrogen, Nitrogen and Water.
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Furthermore, the Earth's core contains Iron which, as it rotates, forms a magnetic shield 
around the planet, protecting it from the ravages of Solar radiation. Earth is also just the 
right distance from the Sun to contain water as a liquid... essential for many of the chemical 
reactions necessary for life as we know it. Even the serendipitous presence of our Moon is 
thought to have enhanced the evolution of life through its influence on the tides... it is in 
those intertidal zones that so much life is found.

Furthermore, the process of Plate Tectonics that we talked about earlier, assists the 
distribution of living things around the planet as it moves the continents around the Earth's 
surface. Plate Tectonics also plays a major role in the evolution of new species, an idea we 
will return to in my next talk. And Plate Tectonics also facilitates the long-term recycling of 
minerals and organic by-products by slowly recycling them back into the Mantle via its 
subduction zones. In this way it plays a crucial role in the Carbon Cycle, helping to prevent 
the runaway greenhouse effect that we see on Venus, keeping the temperature of the surface
of the Earth relatively conducive for life.
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Speaking of life... as far as we know, planet Earth is the only place in the Universe where 
Life has evolved... and we have been actively looking! But the Universe is big. Very big. 
Unimaginably big. And we aren't even sure what to look for. From our very small sample of
one life-containing planet (Earth) we can, however, make some assumptions about Life 
being found elsewhere. We can assume, for example, that Life needs liquid water. We can 
assume that it needs complex molecules, most likely involving Carbon. We can assume it 
needs a source of energy, most likely a nearby star.

Humans have so far only visited one other body in the Universe... our Moon. We weren't 
expecting to find life there, but we still looked. We have sent probes and robots to a number 
of other planets, and to their moons. Still no signs of Life, even though in some places, such 
as the moons of Jupiter or on Mars long ago, some of the assumed conditions for life may 
have been met.
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We now know that many stars other than our own Sun have planets orbiting them... Since 
we began seriously searching for these “exo-planets” in 1996 we have discovered hundreds 
and hundreds of other Solar Systems. We can now fairly confidently predict that in our own 
Milky Way galaxy there could be as many as 40 billion Earth-sized rocky planets orbiting 
their suns at the right distance to sustain life. And our Galaxy is just one of hundreds of 
billions of galaxies scattered throughout the known Universe. It seems mathematically 
compelling to conclude that we are unlikely to be the only planet in the entire Universe on 
which life has evolved. But so far, we just don't know of any others.

Furthermore, the probability of finding intelligent life elsewhere in the Universe is probably 
vanishingly small. But a number of scientists are looking. They call this ambitious project 
the Search for Extra-Terrestrial Intelligence, or SETI and the guiding principle behind their 
enthusiasm for the hunt is an equation called the Drake Equation. Of all the variables 
included in that equation, it appears that the major factor in finding intelligent life elsewhere
in our Galaxy is the length of time such civilisations may last. Judging from the speed with 
which our own species is destroying our own planet, this “Longevity” component of the 
Drake Equation may not be very large at all! If this is the case, the chance of finding 
intelligent life elsewhere may be very small indeed.
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But let's wind Earth's clock back a bit and explore the origin of life right here on planet 
Earth.

Before telling that story, however, perhaps we need to define what “Life” actually IS!

To scientists, Life is not an easy thing to define. Rather than come up with some convoluted 
definition of Life, however, we can more-or-less agree on some of the characteristics that 
living things must have... for example,

A living thing is able to respond and adapt to its external environment.

It is able to maintain a relatively stable internal environment.

It has a metabolism, which basically means that it is able to process some form of energy 
and matter to keep it alive.

And, of course, it must be able to reproduce itself, whether that be as simple as a cell 
splitting into two or as complex as sexual reproduction. Given that our only sample of life in
the Universe is here on Earth, we can also conclude that the one thing that links all of these 
characteristics of life together is the long, helical chemical, DNA.

The cells of all living things that we know of contain DNA. As we'll learn later, DNA 
contains all the instructions that allow cells to metabolise, to reproduce, to maintain 
themselves and to respond and adapt to their environment.
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We also know that all living things are made of exactly the same 90 or so Elements that are 
found everywhere else in the Universe. Living things differ from all the non-living things in 
that Universe NOT because they are made from, or contain, something else (like a “life-
force” or a “soul”) but because certain combinations of those Elements are arranged into 
complex molecules and those molecules are arranged into more complex structures, like 
cells... which, in multicellular organisms like us, are in turn arranged into very complex 
structures like livers, brains and bones.

Numerous experiments aimed at testing the proposition that Life is somehow made of 
different stuff to non-life, or at least behaves somewhat differently, have all ended up 
showing that Life and non-life follow exactly the same chemical laws. This conclusion is 
crucial to understanding that it is perfectly possible for living things to emerge from non-
living matter. And that is what scientists think happened in those warm, ancient seas of the 
early Earth...
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Life first appeared on Earth around 3.8 to 3.5 billion years ago... that is, only a couple of 
hundred thousand years after the planet itself formed. There is substantial evidence of 
fossilised micro-organisms that have been dated to 3.5 billion years ago. There is 
circumstantial evidence that life forms were influencing the composition of the early Earth 
atmosphere for millions of years before that. This image shows layers of fossilised 
stromatolites that are 3.5 billion years old.

So, what did this early life look like?
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Well, for the first 2.1 billion years the only living things on Earth were tiny single-celled 
organisms called Prokaryotes. Their closest living relatives today are the bacteria. Now, 2.1 
billion years is more than half of the entire history of life on planet Earth! It is a very long 
time. Enough time for these Prokaryotes to diverge into zillions of different forms. 
Unfortunately they were so small, so fragile and it was so long ago that there is very little 
fossil evidence to reveal this immense diversity of form.
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But we do know that at least one of these myriad forms at some stage during those millions 
of years had modified its cell membrane to create complex internal structures... some to 
carry stuff around inside the cell, some to store stuff, and even one to encase the crucial 
DNA inside a nuclear membrane. We also know that this new type of cell was able to 
incorporate other prokaryotes into its own cell and use them for such specialist tasks as 
respiration and photosynthesis. These “seconded” prokaryotes later evolved into 
Mitochondria and Chloroplasts, and the new new types of cells containing these more 
complex internal structures we now call Eukaryotes. Eukaryotes are the types of cells from 
which most multicellular Plants and Animals are made. Every one of the cells in your body 
share this same basic Eukaryotic plan which first evolved nearly 2 billion years ago.

But before we leap too far ahead in our story and talk of Plants and Animals, let's return to 
those very first single-celled Prokaryotes and ask... How was it possible for structures as 
complex as even the simplest Prokaryotic cell to emerge from non-living chemicals?

The answer is... we don't really know. We do know that the early oceans were a veritable 
soup of chemicals, heated by erupting volcanoes and bombarded with radiation and 
lightning in an atmosphere devoid of Oxygen.
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Experiments have shown that reproducing these early Earth conditions in the laboratory can 
readily generate complex organic molecules like amino acids and lipids and even the 
nucleotides of which DNA is made. Organic molecules, by the way, are largish molecules 
that always contain Carbon. They were called “organic” because it was originally thought 
that only living things could make them. We now know that organic molecules can be easily
synthesised in the laboratory... and have even been found floating around in space, on 
asteroids and on other planets.

One of these experiments is shown here. The sealed flask contains a mix of simple 
chemicals thought to have been present in the Earth's early atmosphere and oceans. An 
electric spark, representing the violent early Earth conditions, is passed through the mixture.
It doesn't take long for a black glob of complex organic molecules to form.

Something similar to this must have happened countless times in those ancient seas or even 
just in rock pools, with millions of combinations of chemicals possible. Over the millions of
years it took before life first appeared, it is not too difficult to imagine that certain 
combinations of these chemicals were more stable, and survived longer than others... and 
once a particular combination was able to react with and absorb other chemicals and grow 
large enough to split into two similar blobs, it - and its chemically similar “offspring” - 
would have thrived. The first sack of chemicals satisfying at least some of our 
characteristics of Life had arrived.

Numerous experiments have recently been performed where relatively simple chemicals 
have been mixed under conditions similar to those found on the early Earth. In many of 
these experiments lots of interesting “proto-cell” forms have spontaneously emerged, with 
some of these chemical aggregations displaying at least some of the characteristics of living 
things, like membrane formation, or movement, or even something resembling cell division.
Under certain circumstances even long strands of RNA will readily form and replicate. Such
experiments have led to the conclusion that there appears to be no clear division between 
living and non-living chemistry. Rather, there is a continuous spectrum with non-life on one
end and life on the other, and lots of interestingly ambiguous possibilities between.
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Of course, we don't know that this was how it really happened 4 billion years ago, but we do
know that by obeying nothing more than the laws of chemical interaction, it COULD have 
happened like this...
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For many millions of years this early life probably dwelt deep in the oceans, hugging close 
to the numerous thermal vents spewing their heat and chemicals into the surrounding water. 
These early unicellular organisms got their energy from this heat and from absorbing the 
mix of chemicals constantly washing over them. Amongst the huge diversity of lifeforms in 
this early ocean, some Prokaryotes floated closer to the surface where they were able to use 
sunlight as their energy source. They eventually evolved a chemical process that used this 
energy to combine Carbon Dioxide from the atmosphere with water to form complex 
organic molecules that they could use in constructing their cells. They had invented 
Photosynthesis.

A waste product of photosynthesis is, of course, Oxygen, and, as we discussed earlier, these 
photosynthetic Prokaryotes released huge volumes of it, changing Earth's atmosphere 
forever.

Another significant step in Earth's early biological evolution came around 1.5 billion years 
ago when Prokaryotes invented sex. 
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Prior to this the only way that cells could multiply was by growing and dividing, with the 
new cells each containing a copy of the parent cell's DNA, the long, complex molecule that 
contained the chemical instructions for constructing a new cell. Each of the new cells, then, 
was more-or-less an exact copy of the parent cell. This relatively simple form of 
reproduction is still the main way that many unicellular organisms, especially bacteria, 
reproduce - even today.

However, some time around 1.5 billion years ago something went “wrong” with this 
otherwise orderly process. A cell ended up with two copies of each of the DNA strands 
inside it, probably due to an error occurring in its DNA-repair mechanism. When this cell 
divided to produce cells with the original number of chromosomes, it would have divided 
into four cells, each now containing half of the DNA of the “parent” cell. This was the first 
version of a special type of cell division we now call Meiosis. This was the first step 
towards sexual reproduction.
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The next step in the evolution of sexual reproduction was the ability for two of these special 
“half cells”, each derived from different parent cells, to fuse together, thus recreating the 
original full complement of DNA in the resultant cell. In the watery medium of the ocean 
this could have been as straightforward as the two “half-cells” merely drifting into one 
another, sticking together and sharing their DNA contents inside a single cell membrane. 
This part of the process we now call Fertilisation.

The net result of this process of Meiosis and Fertilisation is that you end up with a “daughter
cell” that is similar to, but not exactly like either of its parent cells. The genes on its DNA 
have come from both parents, meaning it is slightly different from either of its parents.

This ability to have two parent cells share their DNA in their offspring, as we'll see in a later
talk, confers a huge evolutionary advantage, especially in a changeable world where those 
organisms that adapt more readily are more likely to survive. The more diversity there is in 
any population, the greater the likelihood of one organism having just the right combination 
of chemicals and structures to give it a survival edge over the others. It has a better chance 
not only to survive but to reproduce, passing on the very DNA that gave it the advantage to 
the next generation of cells. It is this ability to mix-and-match genetic information that 
makes sex such a successful strategy in the history of life on Earth.
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So there you have it... the story of how the Universe evolved... from a single dimensionless 
point of quantum fluctuations to the unbelievably huge and complex place in which we find 
ourselves, 13.7 billion years later. I don't know about you, but I find it utterly mind-
boggling to consider that, as far as we know, the complex mixture of chemical stuff that is 
you or me has evolved a brain clever enough to be able to contemplate, explore and even 
attempt to understand the Universe itself!

And as for the evolution of life in this otherwise apparently lifeless Universe, it seems to 
have evolved so early in the Earth's existence, and persisted so strongly in the billions of 
years since, that it is tempting to conclude that if the conditions are right, then the evolution 
of life could almost be considered as inevitable as the evolution of planets or stars. But we 
just don't yet know if it is so inevitable that it is likely to have evolved elsewhere in the 
Universe.

Nevertheless, it is the evidence for, and the mechanisms that drive the process of Biological 
Evolution on our little planet that is the theme of another of my talks.
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